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FRÖLUNDA OL
inbjuder till
Göteborg O-meeting

PM Saturday August 19th
stage 2 sprint
ARENA
The Arena for the sprint stage on Saturday is located at the International English School,
Framnäsgatan 25 in the neighbourhood of the amusement park Liseberg downtown Göteborg. No
directions for cars. GPS-coordinates: 57°41'02.5"N 11°59'34.8"E

PARKING
Public parking available at the south entrance to Liseberg, 1100m from the arena to ordinary public
fees (Liseberg South Parking 20 kr/h 80kr/12h). Strip marking (purple-white) from the south west
corner of Liseberg’s parking)
Public transportation: Bus stop Göteborg Almedal, 500m from arena.

START
Sprint Saturday: First start 10:00 am. All classes: Orange-white strip marking ca 600 m. HD21
continue 40 m to their separate start.

OPEN CLASSES
Open classes (ÖM) have free starting time between 10:00 and 11:30 am
ÖM 1
0,9 km
ÖM 5
1,7 km
ÖM 3
1,8 km
ÖM 7
2,1 km

RACE BIBS
WRE classes Men Elit and Women Elit carry Race Bibs
H/D 12, 14, 16 uses the same number bib as the day before on the middle-distance. Self-service of
Race Bibs for new runners at start.

TIME PUNCHING SYSTEM
Sportident. Registered without SI-badges will be supplied with rental SI-badges. Rental badges are
collected at the event administration on the Arena. Fee 30 SEK per badge. Lost badge will be
charged with 400 SEK. Needle punches in case of Sportident malfunction. Punch in the spare
square on the map.

EMBARGOED AREA
The competition area is formally closed for WRE runners according to WRE Buletin 2. All other
runner can only pass through the competition area on the street leading to the Arena between 8:00
and 12:00 am.

TERRAIN
The competition area offer a very varying terrain, with irregular apartment houses, parks and a
continuous block house area with many smaller irregular passages.
Note particularly the multi-floor stair cases, see the examples below.
Classes: H/D10, INSK, U1, U2 and ÖM1 have remote finish and will not be affected by these stairs.
Hilliness: Moderate with elements of vigorous hilliness.

Stair case from above…

…and from below

Enlarged excision

TRAFFIC
Traffic will occur in the competition area. NB: Only marked transitions are allowed for passage of
larger streets and it is always the runners responsibility to take care when passing streets.

MAP
Johanneberg – revised 2011 in connection with Nordic Orienteering Tour (NORT), updated 2017,
revised according to the sprint norm.
Mapper: Maths Carlsson.
Scale 1:4000. Equidistance 2 m. Paper size A4 or A3. Laser print, water proof paper.

LOCAL SYMBOLS
Black cross = Play units or similar

SPRINT RULES AND EMBARGOED AREAS
All courses will to a great extent encounter areas that according to the sprint rules are prohibited,
such as: gardens, prohibited flowerbeds, fences, closed roads, closed passages, etc. It is always the
responsibility of the runner to avoid these areas.
Some additional embargoed areas occur, marked with red cross-hatched pattern on the map. Blueyellow strip marks in the competition area point out prohibited passage and highlight some, but not
all, prohibited areas. NB! The strip marks will at some locations lay on the ground in order not to
hinder the public.
The following symbols mark impassable lines – regardless how they look in reality:
A thick black line is impassable and makes the area prohibited, for example ponds and
watercourses, jump down steeps and pass fences and stone walls. If the same symbol is drawn with
a thin line it is passable.
Impassable vegetation (dark green) is prohibited, for example hedges, plantings or shrubberies.
Prohibited ground. The symbol is the same as gardens on regular maps, but on the sprint map it can
also be used for single flowerbeds. Respect dark green – the map rules.
It is absolutely prohibited to cut corners on lawns and flowerbeds.
Control and traffic wardens will be present all over the competition area and notified infringements
will be reported immediately. The wardens cannot warn runners if they are running towards a
prohibited area.
Pavements along and beside prohibited streets are always runnable, for example path to marked
transitions or a selected path along a prohibited streets.
Watch out for other runners in cramped passages – risk of collisions.
Respect pedestrians, particularly children and old people in the area. We are the guests.

DRESS CODE.
Shoes with metal studs are prohibited, resulting in groundings eventually disqualification. It is
recommended in dry weather to use ordinary running shoes and shoes with smaller rubber studs in
wet weather. No requirement of fully covering clothes, but on the longer courses are leggings
recommended for protection in city forests.

CONTROL DEFINITION
Printed on the map and also on separate slips at start.

RADIO AND PRE-WARNING
WRE-classes and youth classes have radio stations and pre-warning 150 m before finish.

FINISH
Remote finish in classes: H/D10, INSK, U1, U2 and ÖM1. Time punch at finish, thereafter will the

runners walk to badge registration.

MAXIMUM TIME
60 minutes. When exceeding the maximum time, abort race and transport to the finish for
registration. All runners must pass registration in the end.

RESULT
Published on Eventor and www.goteborg-o-meeting.se.
On-line reporting of results.

YOUTH LEAGUE
The sprint stage in O-meeting will be part of Göteborgs
Orientering Federation youth league.

PRIZES
Stage price to all participants in Prep, U1 and U2 each day showing the map. Final price to top
performances after 3 days in all other classes, see PM stage 3.

SERVICE ON THE ARENA
Catering, First Aid Kit, Sport sales – reduced (SM-sport) and childcare.

SHOWERS
Limited number of showers on the arena. After 11:15, when WRE quarantine closes, will it be
possible to use the showers at FYSIKEN, ~700m from arena.

TOILETS
Indoor and outdoor at the arena.

ENTRY TICKETS TO LISEBERG
Will be supplied club wise at the Arena Information. Registrators on site will get Liseberg tickets
directly.

INFO WRE
Parallel with the sprint stage will there be a World Ranking Event for elit classes.
COMPETITION HEADS:
COURSE SETTERS:

COMPETITION MONITORING:
COURSE MONITORING:
.

Ulf Almehed,
Peter Hammersberg
Anders Lamm
Stefan Johansson

+(46) 733 983176
+(46) 761 191453
+(46) 734 375868
+(46) 732 294680

Bo Månsson
Bo Månsson

IFK Göteborg / SOFT
IFK Göteborg / SOFT

Frölunda OL wishes everyone good luck and a nice day at Liseberg!

FRÖLUNDA OL
thanks our

Partners
Frölunda OL especially want to highlight and thank our partners that without we wouldn’t have
mange to conveniently organise the Göteborg-O-Meeting 2017:

Allt för hemmafixare och proffs

Vi brinner för cykling och skidåkning, och hjälper dig
gärna att hitta rätt i djungeln av prylar.
Www.sportspec.se Mölndalsvägen 77
Fysiken är Göteborgs bredaste gym – något för alla!

Entré till alla Göteborg-O-meeting deltagare under
helgen

Specialbutik för orientering

